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100 Days Closer to Christ
As she walks us through excerpts from 100 Days to Brave, journaling
prompts, Scripture passages, and practical challenges, bestselling
author Annie F. Downs helps us take that bold first step toward a
better life in 100 Days to Brave Guided Journal.

The Little Book of Self-Love
For readers of empowering non-fiction such as DARING GREATLY and GIRL,
WASH YOUR FACE, Hello, Fears is a growth mindset personal development
book for those who are not only ready to achieve, but reckless enough
to push out of their comfort zone. What's the best that can happen? As
the Founder of Hello Fears, a social movement empowering millions to
live with courage and tap into their full potential, Michelle Poler
lives happily outside the comfort zone. Not, in this inspiring and
motivational new book, Michelle is challenging others to say Hello! to
their fears and find meaningful happiness outside the traditional
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definition of success. With kick-butt attitude and a humorous *wink*,
Michelle breaks down each set-back she battled on the road towards
joyful purpose. Her stories and practical strategies encourage readers
to name, accept, and embrace what's holding them back so they can be
the heroine in their own life, not the victim. Hello, Fears! is an
honest, empowering guide to living alongside what scares you. Our
fears reveal what we care about the most, so each and every challenge
is an opportunity to grow, hustle, and be your authentic self —
unapologetically.

365 Days of Self Love Journal (Diary, Notebook)
In "The 100-Day Self-Discovery Journal" you get 100 days of unique
thought-provoking and creative writing prompts for life-changing selfdiscovery. You can use the book as your journal to write in. "This
prompt journal gives you all the inspiration you need to get going on
your self-exploring journaling route with a wide-ranging selection of
unusual writing suggestions." PLENTY OF WRITING SPACE: Each prompt is
on its own lined two-page spread with lots of room for comprehensive
journal writing. - Do you want to know who you are and what you want
but don't know where to begin? - Do you want to be the best version of
yourself and dig deeper into your authentic self? - Are you lacking in
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motivation or inspiration but don't know why? - Would you like to
change the way you live your life but don't have the first idea of
where to start? - Do you feel change is due and inevitable but don't
know what and how to change? The journal prompts in this book serve as
thought-provoking kick-starters for efficient and joyful journal
writing and they will help you start a fun, self-discovering and lifechanging journaling journey. You will also learn: * How to meditate
before journaling. * How to get your emotions onto the page. * How to
succeed with the journaling process. * How to move on once you've
identified your issues by harnessing the power of the journaling
experience. Journaling provides you with an experience unlike any
other! You get to write down your most profound inner thoughts without
offending somebody else with your opinions and you can start where you
are anywhere in life. Keeping a journal is meant to be a PLEASURABLE
and REWARDING EXPERIENCE, and the prompts in this book are designed
for you to persevere and really reap all the benefits of a journaling
practice that will undoubtedly enhance the quality of your life. So,
pick up your copy of "The 100-Day Self-Discovery Journal", get the
best writing prompts for self-exploring journal writing and take a
step towards identifying a better life - a life you truly deserve! The
100-Day Self-Discovery Journal also serves well as a treasured women's
journal gift and a journal for girls.
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100 Days to Self-Love
The Miracle! In this book Nicholas presents you a practical, unique,
subliminal, very simple, detailed method of how to Develop Healthy
Self Esteem and Deep Self Confidence to Be Successful and Become True
Friends With Yourself. You will feel the effects immediately and the
results will appear very quickly! So it was in my case. You will not
achieve fulfillment and happiness until YOU become the architect of
your own reality. Imagine that with a few moments each day, you could
begin the powerful transformation toward complete control of your own
life and well being through this unique, subliminal method combined
with positive affirmations. The order of words is extremely important
for every book written by Nicholas. These are arranged to be traversed
in a certain way so as to eliminate certain blockages in the human
being, blockages that are bringing disease or failure on various
plans. You don't need a big chunk of your time or expensive programs.
Everything is extremely simple! Health, money, prosperity, abundance,
safety, stability, sociability, charisma, sexual vitality, erotic
attraction, will, optimism, perseverance, self-confidence, tenacity,
courage, love, loving relationships, self-control, self-esteem,
enthusiasm , refinement, intuition, detachment, intelligence, mental
calm, power of concentration, exceptional memory, aspiration,
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transcendence, wisdom, compassion. You have the ability to unlock your
full inner-potential and achieve your ultimate goals. This is the ageold secret of the financial elite, world class scholars, and Olympic
champions. For example, when you watch the Olympics, you'll find one
consistency in all of the champions. Each one closes their eyes for a
moment and clearly affirms & visualizes themselves completing the
event flawlessly just before starting. Then they win gold medals and
become champions. That's merely one example of how the real power of
mind can elevate you above any of life's challenges. By reading this
book, you will feel totally that life deserves to be lived and enjoyed
every moment and that everything that you propose for yourself becomes
easy for you to fulfill. Nicholas will guide you to touch your longedfor dream and will make you see life from a new perspective, full of
freshness and success. This book helps you step by step, in a natural
way, in just 3 minutes a day, to change your misguided way of thinking
and to Develop Healthy Self Esteem and Deep Self Confidence to Be
Successful and Become True Friends With Yourself. (NOTE: For good,
Nicholas keep the price of the book as lower as he can, even if is a
hard work behind this project. A significant portion of the earnings
from the sale of the book are used for these purposes: for charity,
volunteer projects, nature restoration, and other inspired ideas to do
good where it is needed. If you can not afford to buy the book please
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contact Nicholas and he will give you a free copy.) You, also have a
bonus in the pages of the book that makes you live your success by
doing a seemingly trivial thing. You will feel the difference. Yes.
The Miracle is possible! Get Your Copy Now!

100 Days
Do you wake up dreading the day? Do you feel ciscouraged with what
you've accomplished in life? Do you want greater self-esteem,
productivity, and joy in daily living? If so, you will benefit from
this revolutionary way of brightening your moods without drugs or
lengthy therapy. All you need is your own common sense and the easy-tofollow methods revealed in this book by one of the country's foremost
authorities on mood and personal relationship problems. In Ten Days to
Self-esteem, Dr. David Burns presents innovative, clear, and
compassionate methods that will help you identify the causes of your
mood slumps and develop a more positive outlook on life. You will
learn that You feel the way you think: Negative feelings like guilt,
anger, and depression do not result from the bad things that happen to
you, but from the way you think about these events. This simple but
revolutionary idea can change your life! You can change the way you
feel: You will discover why you get depressed and learn how to
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brighten your outlook when you're in a slump. You can enjoy greater
happiness, productivity, and intimacy—without drugs or lengthy
therapy. Can a self-help book do all this? Studies show that two
thirds of depressed readers of Dr. Burns's classic bestseller, Feeling
Good: The New Mood Therapy, experienced dramatic felief in just four
weeks without psychotherapy or antidepressant medications. Three-year
follow-up studies revealed that readers did not relapse but continued
to enjoy their positive outlook. Ten Days to Self-esteem offers a
powerful new tool that provides hope and healing in ten easy steps.
The methods are based on common sense and are not difficult to apply.
Research shows that they really work! Feeling good feels wonderful.
You owe it to yourself to feel good!

My So-Called Freelance Life
Make Change Happen Right Now! 2 books in 1! Get 60 days of Amazing
Self Help! BOOK 1 Create Infinite and Unconditional Self-Love in only
30 Days! Do you want to feel: Happy? Proud? Valuable? Worthy? and
Loved? If so, you've come to the right place! Inside Robert Norman's
Self-Love, you'll discover an invigorating 30-Day Challenge for
Positivity, Self-Confidence, and Self Esteem! This book leads you
through 4 Powerful Phases of Self-Love: Love the Person You are Today
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Add Value to the People in Your World Discover the Authentic and
Confident You Emerge as the Beautiful Person You've Always Been, Deep
Inside As you progress through each phase of this journey, you'll
absorb inspiring daily insights and engage in powerful selfidentification exercises. You'll love waking up every day and spending
time with this book - and yourself! Take a month to get to know the
real you - and fall in love with yourself! BOOK 2 Are you living in
constant fear? Are you becoming a pessimist and thought to yourself
that this is not how you'd like to run your life? Do you want to
experience freedom from pessimism? If you answered -yes- then this
book is for you! It's an unpleasant place to be when someone thinks
negatively all the time. When our mind starts thinking about negative
thoughts, we realize that those thoughts usually take place in one's
life. If it doesn't, a person would feel helpless and weak all the
time. Though negative thoughts are quite difficult to change, there is
still hope. All you need to do is take each step at a time and allow
your mind to go through the process. You'll be surprised to hear your
negative thoughts turn into positive ones. A positive individual is
usually enthusiastic in nature, alert, spontaneous, and energetic.
These are the qualities that we all want to have above all the things
that life throws us, may it be expected and unexpected. Robert Norman
will help you through the journey to optimism. In his book Positive
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Thinking: 30 Days Of Motivation And Affirmations: Change Your
-Mindset- & Fill Your Life With Happiness, Success, & Optimism! Here's
what you'll find inside: 4 Weeks of Daily Challenge Famous Quotes to
Keep You Inspired Words of Affirmation to Help You Achieve Your Goals
Steps On How To Create Your Own Affirmations. This might just be the
shortest process of change you'll ever have to go through! In a month,
you will begin to experience the joy of a positive life!

5 Minute Journal Self-Help Notebook
The Little Book of Self-Love is your guide to loving yourself fully
from the inside-out. With practical exercises, and tips on how to
treat yourself with the care and compassion you deserve, this 18-page
illustrated booklet is the perfect companion for anyone looking to
raise their self-kindness quotient. We’ll explore seven key areas in
which our love for ourselves is reflected, and why each one matters.
Plus, you’ll get a 100 Days of Self-Love guide with 15 weeks of
practices designed to help you revamp your self-care routine. Ready to
dig deep? Purchase your copy today!

Self Esteem Journal
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Picking up this devotional is the first step to learning to love and
accept yourself, just the way you are. Rebecca Glenski Coppage spent
most of her life struggling to develop self-love. In the throes of an
eating disorder and a bad relationship with food and her body, she
finally decided to let go of her perfectionistic ways. Finding selflove wasn't easy, but it was necessary in order to find joy. With the
help of Christine Rupe, MS, LCPC, NCC, and Rebecca McConville, RD, LD,
CSSD, CEDRD, she learned to treat her body with kindness and to love
each and every part of herself. If you are like millions of other
people, learning to love and respect your body can be a daily
challenge. No matter where you fall on the self-love spectrum, this
devotional is for you. With God's love, some professional advice, and
a lot of grace, you CAN feel positive about your body and the choices
you make regarding it. You can learn to make healthy choices, use
positive self-talk, and silence that inner voice that tells you "you
aren't good enough." You can learn to embrace all the wonderful traits
and characteristics that make you uniquely you. Join Rebecca on a
100-day odyssey toward the whole person you deserve to be.

Hello, Fears
Self-Love 365 Days: Brighten Up Your Life With 365 Days of Daily SelfPage 11/35
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Love Affirmations & Attract Happiness! You are surrounded by kind,
caring people who cherish your company but yet do not feel fulfilled
deep inside! The truth is, unless you value your body and soul, it is
hard to radiate the confidence that will attract real loving people in
our lives. So, DO YOU LOVE YOURSELF? Give A Decisive Turn To Your Life
Learning How To Love Your Amazing Self! Step through the gripping
pages of this comprehensive E-book and create the positive mindset to
make the most of your potential and gain new perspective in life,
without compromising your inner self. Wake up each morning to one of
the 365 POSITIVE AFFIRMATIONS- one for each day of the calendar yearand reap the impressive benefits of subconscious persuasion! Keep
motivated, glowing the confidence needed to attract genuine relations,
walking confidently your path towards your career and personal goals.
Self-Love 365 Days: -A moving Self-Love Affirmation for every day of
the year -Develop ways to remain true to yourself, no matter who you
are -Learn to accept and embrace the real you -Stay positive, and stay
on the path you need to be traveling -The perfect antidote to the
stresses of the 21st Century Discover The Key To Loving Yourself &
Conquer The Exciting Life You Deserve!

Daily Wellbeing
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Want a journal that will help you stay on top of self-care every
single day? This beautiful book features daily 'essentials' for
wellbeing, as well as a few 'bonus' items for those days when you want
to give yourself some extra love. Ticking items off feels great and
should help improve your mental and physical health. You'll also have
space to write three positive things that happen each day, helping
promote gratitude and boost your mood. Finally, you'll be invited to
note down one thing that you're looking forward to, helping you stay
motivated and excited for the days ahead. This journal is nice and
simple, so you shouldn't feel overwhelmed by a huge list of daily
tasks. Use the book as often as is helpful, and don't worry if you
miss a day or two! Journal features: 100 Days' Worth of Double Spreads
Protective Matte Front Cover Handy 6" x 9" Size High-Quality White
Interior Pages Daily Self Care Lists Space for Daily Gratitude Pretty
Pastel Front Cover Design The book is the same size as a regular
novel, so it's easy to throw in your bag or keep on your bedside
table, ready for you to start and end the day with some selfreflection.

Ten Days to Self-Esteem
Offers a complete course in Taoist health, sexual rejuvenation and
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longevity practices, based on the Chinese philosophy of Taoist yoga.

100 Days of Real Food
The 100 Days to Self Confidence book is an elegant, inspiring self
esteem journal with a simple format that you follow for 100 days. 100
days is the perfect period to internalize a new mindset and experience
a shift in how you think and feel. 100 days to unplug and reconnect to
yourself! 100 days to build a habit of self love and appreciation! 100
days to transform your life and those of your nearest and dearest!
Remember that incredibly satisfying feeling you get from finishing a
book? A project? A good run? You will experience that same sensation
while keeping this journal. When this self esteem workbook is full,
look over it and you will be amazed at how much you have grown in just
100 days. So what are you waiting for, start the new year with this
self esteem workbook / journal and watch the power of self love
transform your life within 100 days!

100 Days of Self-Love Affirmations
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The 100-Day Self-Discovery Journal
You were always meant to be brave. Whether you're making a major
decision, dealing with a difficult transition, or facing a fear, 100
Days to Brave will give you courage and confidence to move forward.
Annie F. Downs felt her challenges were too difficult, too scary, too
much. Then she decided to stop allowing fear to hold her back. It
wasn't easy or simple. But it was good. With honesty and relatable
humor, this compilation of best-of writings and new pieces from Annie
will give you the inspiration to embrace the path and the plan God has
for you and experience personal growth. Dare to spend the next 100
days discovering that you are braver than you know and stronger than
you thought possible.

Gratitude Journal
100 days of self-love affirmations Will Change Your Life. This journal
is meant to retrain your thinking, get your mind used to hearing
positive words about yourself. As you retrain your mind, you will also
retrain your feelings, you will get used to feeling good about
yourself. One word at a time you can begin to reframe your life into
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the beautiful masterpiece it was created to be! You were never meant
to live in fear, depression and anxiety! You were created to be
beautiful, smart and courageous. Let this 100 days be a time of
complete reprogramming, brainwashed yourself. Throw away the habits of
bad mouthing yourself and get in the habit of speaking positive and
encouraging words over your life.I can't wait to meet the new you on
the other side! You are capable of amazing things!

The 21 Day Happiness Challenge
100 days of quotes designed for the woman ready to build a healthier,
happier, mindset around life, relationships, and herself

100 Days in the Secret Place
365 days of self love Note . lightly lined pages provide plenty of
space for personal reflection, sketching, or jotting down favorite
quotes or poems.

Visits to the altar of Mary: a manual of devotion for
congregations and private use. By the author of “St. Francis
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and the Franciscans,” etc
We all have moments of grace in our lives, glimpses of God’s presence
and God’s mystery. The Word made flesh, God-with-us, inspires these
moments and sometimes lets us see and feel that transformation in
grace. In 100 Days Closer to Christ, Father William C. Graham invites
us to consider these moments and experience the transforming presence
of God in our lives. These compelling essays invite you to immersion
in joyful hope: dreams, disciplines, and promises; fond embraces and
quiet satisfaction; plans and prospects; awe and wonder. The chapters
consider moments of grace through encounters that resemble lectio
divina, inviting reflections flowing from God’s word or the church’s
life of prayer, giving flashes of insight and meaning on a pilgrim’s
way. The essays in 100 Days Closer to Christ are meant to inspire
thoughtful prayer. Whether they are seasonal or attitudinal, each
seeks to stand before Mystery in awe, wonder, praise, and
thanksgiving.

You Woke Up Worthy
Learning to love yourself lets you step into your own radiance and
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live the life that you have always wanted. This journal is a great
addition to your self-love journey. In this journal, you will tap into
the Law of Attraction and use the Ho'oponopono healing prayer. The
affirmations serve as reminders to love yourself as the unique and
wonderful human being that you are. Gratitude will reinforce the good
in your life, and with the Ho'oponopono healing prayer you will be
able to clear out the negative beliefs that are not serving you and
are destructive to your self-esteem. Each day for 90 days you will use
our powerful, yet simple process for utilising the power of the Law of
Attraction. WeÕve even included over one hundred affirmations for you
to use during the 90 days and beyond.

365 Days of Self-Care: A Journal
It's one thing to understand how important self-care is, but how many
of us actually manage to make the time do it? In 365 Days of SelfCare, CEO and founder of The Blurt Foundation, Jayne Hardy encourages
you to take some time each and every day to be mindful, to check-in
and prioritise the things that are truly important to you. This ebook
edition contains: 365 daily prompts and trackers to note your moods,
sleep and more; thoughtful mini-essays to prompt some deeper work; and
check-in pages to help you see your progress - everything you need to
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get started on your self-care journey. Examples of daily prompts
include: · Day 1: Boost · Day 52: Appreciate · Day 142: Rebel · Day
209: Thankful · Day 327: Courage With the flexibility of choosing to
start the journal anytime; on any day, in any year, this is the
essential companion for bringing more self-care into your life.

No Two People See the Same Rainbow

How to Release Fear-Based Thinking and Feeling
Tired of clocking in and losing out? Want to pursue creative,
fulfilling work on your own time and also make a living in the
process? My So-Called Freelance Life is a how-to guidebook for women
who want to avoid the daily grind and turn their freelance dreams into
reality. Michelle Goodman, author of The Anti 9-to-5 Guide and selfproclaimed former “wage slave,” offers tips, advice, how-to’s, and
everything else a woman needs to pursue a freelance career. Confused
as to whether you should tell your clients that the odd gurgling sound
during a conference call is emanating from the infant sleeping on your
shoulder? Goodman answers all of the unusual questions that may arise
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for women exploring the freelance world. Far more than your normal
business guidebook, My So-Called Freelance Life blends candid,
humorous anecdotes from a wide variety of freelancers with Goodman’s
own personal experiences as a creative worker for hire. Whether you’re
a freelance first-timer or a seasoned creative professional,
copyediting queen or web guru, My So-Called Freelance Life is an
invaluable resource for anyone interested in freelancing.

100 Days of Hope
You Woke Up Worthy is a 21 day guided workbook and journaling
experience for women who struggle with feeling worthy of their big
dreams. It's designed to help you let go of shame and self-judgment,
re-connect to your higher self, create a daily self-love practice, get
clear on your purpose and big dreams, and start living your best life
now rather than someday. As women we are bombarded with messages on a
daily basis that undermine our awesomeness. We are told we must buy
this special cream or weight loss shake, and then we'll be enough. We
are told we must get the guy, have a high-flying career, and be the
perfect mothers without letting a single shoe drop. The truth is we
are all worthy and enough, just the way we are. There's nothing we
must do to prove our worthiness. There's nothing we must do to earn
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it, either. This workbook will help you discover that truth within
yourself so you can wake up and start living your best life instead of
everyone else's. Over the course of 21 days, Britny guides you through
daily journaling prompts and self-love exercises to help you not only
love yourself more but also completely transform your life so that it
aligns with the woman you actually are rather than the woman everyone
else expects you to be. Are you ready?

Self Discovery Journal
TBD

100 Days to Better Health, Good Sex, & Long Life
Self Discovery Journal 100 Days Of Self Exploration: Questions And
Prompts That Will Help You Gain Self Awareness In Less Than 10 Minutes
A Day This journal is a 100 day journaling challenge carefully
designed to take you through a journey of self exploration and self
awareness. Prepare to re-discover yourself and truly become self-aware
Are You Brave Enough To Take It On?
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100 Days to Brave
It only takes 5 minutes to focus your attention on what is good in
your life, change your perspective, improve your well-being and feel
better each day. A simple and elegant way to just take five minutes to
daily write down thoughts of gratitude, plan your day, and recap at
the end of the day. This wonderful, stylish and practical planner has
been beautifully hand-designed as a Birthday, Christmas, Valentine's
present or general gift. It is very simple, straight to the point and
effective. It helps you to be grateful and feel good about yourself
all day! Inspirational and motivational quotes on each page for you to
ponder on and give you inspiration at the start of your day.
Functional Size: 5 x 8 in dimensions; the ideal size for all purposes,
fitting perfectly into a bag. Reliable standards: Book industry
perfect binding (the same standard binding as the books in your local
library). Tough paperback. Crisp white paper that minimizes ink bleedthrough. Just give yourself 5 minutes every day and see what happens.
So, what are you waiting for? Get one or two for yourself and your
besties and start seeing the changes. Please check out our other
journals and planners by clicking on the author name or searching
DaZenMonk Designs. May this journal help you in every way possible!
Thank you so much!!
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School Library Journal
The most important decision of your life, the one that will affect
every other decision you make, is the commitment to love and accept
yourself. It directly affects the quality of your relationships, your
work, your free time, your faith, and your future. Give yourself the
gift of self-love by making a commitment to do something loving for
you; no matter how big or small every day for 21 days. When you treat
yourself good, you begin to feel good. The more you feel good, the
more you love yourself. Each act of self-love, no matter how big or
small is a brick in the foundation of self-love. This book serves as a
self-love guide to loving yourself from the inside out
unapologetically by providing you with self-love tips, affirmations,
and mantras to be used during your 21 Days of Self-Love. Take some
time to do something loving for you. You deserve it!

Self Love & Positive Thinking
This is no ordinary gratitude journal. This book will take you on a
journey for the next 100 days to retrain your mindset and be more
positive. Revised and updated, this second edition brings you extra
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pages and activities to cultivate the feeling of gratitude..just
writing a list simply won't do! This book will teach you how to
practice the feeling of gratitude and take that with you throughout
the day. Use this book however you will. Colour in it, draw on it and
get creative. The aim is to 'rewire' your brain to adopt a new
gratitude mindset so that it becomes your default way of being. Commit
to a daily gratitude practice with this book and feel good!

The Self-Esteem Coach
One of the most profound and in-depth books ever written on how to
release fear-based thinking and feeling and change it to love-based
thinking and feeling. A revolutionary cutting-edge master thesis on
the subject of Spiritual Psychology and how to realize it. The reader
will never be the same after reading this book. Each chapter will
transform and shift your consciousness like an attitudinal and
emotional "chiropractic adjustment." By the time you are finished with
this book you will see life with totally new eyes! Absolutely
electrifying reading! One of the most profound books ever written in
the field of Spiritual Psychology and Psychology! Totally cuttingedge!
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100 Days of Solitude
100 Days of Journeying Deeper Into God’s Presence featuring Devotions
by Christian Mystics: Miguel de Molinos, Jeanne Guyon and Francois
Fenelon Bored with the exercises of religious ritualism and parched by
the teaching of dry dogma, man searches for a way back home to the
place of God’s presence. Unfortunately, this journey inward is a “road
less traveled” and too few have found the way. Gene Edwards, author of
Divine Romance, has gathered together key writings from three notable
Christian mystics from the seventeenth century: Miguel de Molinos,
Madame Jeanne Guyon, and Francois Fenelon. Over the next 100 days, you
will embark on a journey into the secret place by using this Christian
mystic devotional. These pioneers of God’s presence will lead you into
new depths of prayer and meditation as they give you a taste of the
deep fellowship with God that is available for you today! Are you
living in a drought of spiritual dryness? Are you lost in the depths
of spiritual loneliness? Are you longing for a moment of spiritual
reality? Then 100 Days in a Secret Place is your road back home to the
place of His presence!

Self-Love Journal: Improve Your Mindset in 90 Days
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The 100 Day Self Love journal is a guide for setting goals and feeling
happier, confident and more fulfilled. Use the guide to start creating
massive change in your life all while feeling beautiful, grateful and
amazing.

100 Days to Brave Guided Journal

Unbound 100 Days of Intent
Isn’t it time you started treating yourself with the same love,
kindness and respect you give the other important people in your life?
Domonique Bertolucci’s The Daily Promise invites you to make small
daily changes to the way you treat yourself – changes that will
inspire you, build your confidence, nurture your self-esteem, increase
your happiness and ultimately leave you with more energy to do what
you want to do and be who you want to be.
Based on the best-selling book The Kindness Pact and its Eight
Promises, this collection of inspirational messages will leave you
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feeling happy about who you are and the life you live.
About the author: Domonique Bertolucci is the best-selling author of
The Happiness Code: 10 Keys to Being the Best You Can Be, and is the
closely guarded secret behind some of the country’s most successful
people. Passionate about the getting the life you want and loving the
life you’ve got, Domonique has a client list that reads like a who’s
who of CEOs and business identities, award-winning entrepreneurs and
celebrities, and her workshops and online courses are attended by
people from all walks of life, from all around the world.
Domonique helps her clients define their personal happiness
prescription and then shows them exactly how to make it their reality.
Since writing her first book, Your Best Life, in 2006, Domonique has
become Australia’s most popular life strategist and happiness coach.
More than ten million people have seen, read or heard her advice.
Domonique lives in Sydney, but her reach is truly global. In addition
to her Australian clients, she has coached people in London,
Amsterdam, Paris, New York, Toronto, Singapore and Hong Kong. Her
weekly newsletter Love Your Life has readers in more than sixty
countries. When she is not working, Domonique’s favourite ways to
spend her time are with her husband and two children, reading a good
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book, and keeping up the great Italian tradition of feeding the people
that you love.

100 Days to Self Love
Focus on the things that bring you hope with 100 Days of Hope. Short
inspirational readings, space to record your thoughts, and brief
Scripture references in a high-designed four-color gift book will help
you find a peaceful, happier life. The rush of a busy schedule, a
barrage of disheartening news stories, and the wear and tear of
everyday life can be enough to drag anyone down. Simply pausing to
recognize and express a spirit of hopefulness for the good gifts of
peace and joy that God has promised has proven to make a major
difference in happiness and contentment. 100 Days of Hope, a
beautifully designed inspirational book of short readings, Scripture
verses, and journaling space is the perfect tool to promote Christian
mindfulness. Whether you are looking for a thoughtful gift to
encourage a loved one or a simple tool to create a habit of
hopefulness, this lovely little book is a wonderful place to start.
Take a few moments out of your day to be hopeful and feel your burdens
get a little lighter, starting today.
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Self Love 365 Days
This book will help readers find peace and fulfillment, gain control
of their life, and move forward with nothing holding them back from
personal, interpersonal, and professional success. Based on Bill and
Joann Truby's highly successful, three-day Personal Growth Intensive
workshop.

The Daily Promise
#1 New York Times Bestseller The creator of the 100 Days of Real Food
blog draws from her hugely popular website to offer simple,
affordable, family-friendly recipes and practical advice for
eliminating processed foods from your family's diet. Inspired by
Michael Pollan's In Defense of Food, Lisa Leake decided her family's
eating habits needed an overhaul. She, her husband, and their two
small girls pledged to go 100 days without eating highly processed or
refined foods—a challenge she opened to readers on her blog. Now, she
shares their story, offering insights and cost-conscious recipes
everyone can use to enjoy wholesome natural food—whole grains, fruits
and vegetables, seafood, locally raised meats, natural juices, dried
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fruit, seeds, popcorn, natural honey, and more. Illustrated with 125
photographs and filled with step-by-step instructions, this hands-on
cookbook and guide includes: Advice for navigating the grocery store
and making smart purchases Tips for reading ingredient labels 100
quick and easy recipes for such favorites as Homemade Chicken Nuggets,
Whole Wheat Pasta with Kale Pesto Cream Sauce, and Cinnamon Glazed
Popcorn Meal plans and suggestions for kid-pleasing school lunches,
parties, and snacks "Real Food" anecdotes from the Leakes' own
experiences A 10-day mini starter-program, and much more.

Blessed Sacrament Book
Designed to instruct clear and organized tarot reading for yourself,
friends, family, or clients. Easy to follow up on the result and track
your progress with the special customized table of contents that allow
you to add a specific question in there and flip to the exact page in
no time! The journal is suitable for: all level of tarot practitioners
tarot self-study individuals recording family, friends or clients'
reading conveniently tracking progress The 5 mm spacing tarot journal
consist: 1. Beautiful "This journal belongs to" page 2. 2 pages of
Customized Table of Contents 3. How to use this journal page 4. 2 Dot
grid pages for your notes (e.g. deck details, intentions,
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confirmation, specific ritual or altar arrangement) 5. 100 pages for
100 days reading, which consist of: Date, time and deck How do you
feel both in mind and body from a 1-10 scale Question card slots
Keywords under each card Interpretation and thought Reflection and
action Note 6. 2 Dot grid pages I wish you have a joyful journey.
Blessed Be,

21 Days of Self-Love
Research shows that happiness and self-esteem do not depend on
success; on the contrary, success is the result of happiness and selfesteem. That means we can raise our game in every area of our lives if
we simply concentrate on becoming more self-confident and content!
Through her 10-day self-esteem program, top life coach and self-esteem
expert Lynda Field will help you become motivated, solve personal
problems, focus on your goals, and enjoy strong relationships. It's
the effortless way to become a confident new you.

True Activators (1843 +) to Develop Healthy Self Esteem and
Deep Self Confidence to Be Successful and Become True
Friends With Yourself
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A personal journey that inadvertently became an alternative self-help
guide to doing what you love and living as your true self - whoever
that might turn out to be, 100 days of solitude is inspiring hundreds
of people to seek out and claim the space they need to find themselves
and live the life they want.

100 Day 3 Spread Tarot, Daily Tarot Record Journal, Self
Love Green Witch Cover Let Yourself Grow
Are you tired of that lurking sense of depression? Tired of waiting
around for happiness to find you? Are you ready to learn how to love
your life? Ready to take action to become a happier person? True
happiness is an inside job. Look at a happy person's life, and you
don't see any magic or unicorns. There's nothing in them that isn't
also in you. Though external realities can certainly play a role,
happiness doesn't spring from what you have, what happens to you, the
situation you are in, where you are, or anything else. In fact if it
were easy to be happy, this book would be a very short one! Happiness
doesn't have much to do with money, achievement, or possessions
because plenty of people have all three and are still not happy. In
this guide we'll approach happiness not as something you have but as
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something you actively do each and every day. The 21-Day Happiness
Challenge will help you: Understand and apply the key principles of
living a happy life in an easy, step-by-step wayLove and accept
yourself just the way you are nowLet go of things, thoughts,
behaviors, and people that do not serve you anymoreRealize that "huffy
fluffy" concepts such as forgiveness, gratitude, and mindfulness are
actually extremely powerfulDevelop a daily routine that significantly
boosts your happinessAnd much more! Learn how to love your life and
become a happier person today. Are you ready to take the challenge?
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